Lesson Plan to be your Favorite
Dr. Seuss Characters
Grades 3-5

| Objectives | By following this activity, students will be able to:  
|            | • Be creative with pictures  
|            | • Edit pictures using Pixenate  
|            | • Use Pixenate as a creative, useful tool  
|            | • Be their favorite Dr. Seuss character |

| Materials | Camera  
|           | Computer  
|           | Internet  
|           | Pixenate  
|           | Picture of students |

| Procedure | 1.) Begin the lesson by having students pick through their favorite Dr. Seuss Books  
|           | • Have students get into groups and read the chosen books.  
|           | • After finishing the book let the students choose their top three characters.  
|           | 2.) Have the students get on a computer and find pictures of all students’ favorite characters on the internet.  
|           | 3.) Go through a brief understanding of the uses of Pixenate and help students get used to commands and what they do.  
|           | • Make sure students understand how to cut out faces from a picture.  
|           | 4.) Upload students’ pictures from the camera onto a computer. |
Procedure

1.) Begin the lesson by having students pick through their favorite Dr. Seuss Books
   • Have students get into groups and read the chosen books.
   • After finishing the book let the students choose their top three characters.

2.) Have the students get on a computer and find pictures of all students’ favorite characters on the internet.

3.) Go through a brief understanding of the uses of Pixenate and help students get used to commands and what they do.
   • Make sure students understand how to cut out faces from a picture.

4.) Upload students’ pictures from the camera onto a computer.

5.) Stay on Pixenate and upload pictures of student and favorite character onto Pixenate to edit.
   • Have the students crop out the faces of their favorite characters.
   • After the faces are cropped then tell the students to crop their face from the picture of them and paste it where the character’s face used to be.

6.) Save picture and print to see students as their favorite Dr. Seuss characters!

Evaluation

Have students edit more pictures using Pixenate, and let them mess around with it for awhile. Ask students about Pixenate and whether or not they liked it. Get students around in a circle to show their newly edited pictures and have them evaluate each other's.